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“House of Glass," and “Acidic.” This lends some
repetition, but is not a major detriment.
“Shivering” is the best track on the album.
There is also an addition of a choir halfway
through the song that, while unexpected from
Holy Fuck, fits in the context. The track then
transitions into a calm instrumental break before
building up to a climax with distorted guitars joining the rest of the instruments in conclusion.
The album’s only issue is that it is not cohesive. Of course there are many tracks here that
explore the same sounds and instruments, but
they do not add anything to the album on top
of one another. For instance, “Tom Tom” is
merely an instrumental electro pop track with
a steady beat, a repetitive distorted vocal melody and bassline that never evolves into something more. The short interlude “Shimmering,”
which sounds like a prelude to the next track,
does not transition well at all and ends abruptly. The beginning notes of “Acidic” completely
depart from what the ending of “Shimmering”
might have led to.
Nonetheless, Congrats remains an enjoyable album that orients the subtle, pop-oriented
side of Holy Fuck with their more experimental
leanings.
— Sam Mohseni

VARIOUS ARTISTS
ADSR Vol. 1 Compilation
(ADSR)

T

en tracks from friends around the globe’’
notes ADSR music to describe its first
official release, ADSR Vol. 1 — just one short,
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confident sentence. Sean Mallion and the rest
of the ADSR team are devoted to supporting
non-mainstream electro-music artists, manifesting in multiple events, extensive blogging,
and the recent launch of the ADSR music label.
It is already sunrise in the land of the Korean
producer Honbul. In “Asura Break,” spirits sing
away the night. Their loose ribbons dance in
the air producing modern trip-hop waves which
crush upon ancient percussions of Buddhist
monks. In “Shake,” elements of glitch, chill
beats and downtempo, temperamental drums
and earthly voices chase each other in a joyful
game of life — Honbul is a good example of
how to master electronica’s chi.
This set atmosphere follows Tokiomi Tsuta
with “Coelacanth and “Night time in Tofino,”
songs that leave the impression of being natural
even though they are synthetic. "Coelacanth’’
is water-based — pay attention and the water
will caress your feet, succulent drops of latenight jazz piano and sparkles of Spanish guitars will slowly run down your spine. "Night time
in Tofino’’ is fire-based and vivid — pay attention and you will feel the warmth of the crackling
campfire, the crispy forest leaves caught in your
hair and the breeze passing through the pathways of your face.
After an exemplary showcase of balancing a song’s yin and yang, comes Lumiere,
and together with him a whole other world
— though this is an understatement. When it
comes to "Last Of Us’’ there is no world left at
all. Maybe just one — the last standing underground club in Berlin where this song echoes
like a relaxed EBM farewell. It seems that the
only thing which protects Lumiere from getting
trapped within his own abyss is the alert, constant ringing of the percussion. In “So Real” he
comes back to his senses — growing pad lines,
intense bouncy percussion, precise allocation
of beats: pure techno architecture.
And then, “Love / Yeah / You better believe
it / Love / Love / Love,” the intro vocals of
"Never Do’’ by Lower. Steady, groovy kick-drum
and layers of magical strings gradually build
a beat of summertime chill-out and wonder.

‘’Nowhere’’ moves in the same direction.
Last but not least is Domtron. Spacey, large,
elastic synths able to reach the nearest galaxies are present in both “Longwave” and “Sierra.”
But the high-voltage chords and fleeting leads
found in the latter are what makes it hard to forget. Domtron doesn’t use laptops to create his
music — instead, he prefers hardware samplers and sequencers.
Each one of us is a whole universe of their
own. ADSR Vol.1 is a brilliant selection of worlds
within a world. It reflects the love of those who
work to make it happen. It is an honest effort to
bring forth the hidden gems of the international
electronic scene. But in my world, what would
make it perfect is this: Melentini, the exquisite
versatile artist whose ingenious music and
unparalleled voice carries, like an old-soul, all
of our beauty, our pain and our hopes throughout times, and Sworr, the new band on the electro, trip-hop block, that generates sui-generis
sounds and vocals from the young and charismatic frontman, Robin Kapsas, leaving you in
awe. Maybe in ADSR Vol.2 — you never know.
— Theano Pavlidou

LATE SPRING
Invisible
(Self-Released)

G

enre is a cruel mistress, one that provides
a form for expression but not necessarily
the tools. Shoegaze exemplifies this fact. Bands
often rely upon a veneer of reverb and distortion
to hide a lack of ingenuity. Songwriting falls to
the wayside. And creative influences are worn

all too visibly. My Bloody Valentine’s Loveless,
Ride’s Nowhere and Slowdive’s Just for a Day
still guide and define the genre. This influence
is seen in the works of those like Whirr, whose
2012 release, Distressor, approached the genre
with a deep lethargy. The method is simple: turn
up the volume and hope nobody notices a grotesque act of creative regurgitation.
On Invisible, however, Late Spring distinguishes themselves. Beneath the distortion of
Invisible lies dynamic and original songwriting
ability. They prove that not all shoegaze is created equal. Tracks like “Storm” and “Drink U”
come laden with immediate hooks. This catchiness arises from the vocal work of KC Wei and
the angular guitar playing of Nik Gauer. Often,
the two connect with startlingly intimacy. As
Wei’s voice arches into the non-verbal bridge
of “Drink U,” for instance, an equally primitive riff responds, one that thuds and shudders
and playfully threatens to derail the song. It is
a conversational moment: a candid expression
of emotion. Like the 1949 Ozu film from which
they derive their name, it is clear that Late Spring
commits to raw sentiment.
Yet, at other times, Late Spring remains subject to the yoke of their predecessors. On tracks
like, “Sweet Thing,” Wei seems to have internalized the muted moan of My Bloody Valentine’s
Bilinda Butcher. Similarly, the guitar work of
Ride’s Andy Bell and Mark Gardener inform the
song “Invisible.”
By no means are these comments belittling
the accomplishments of Late Spring. Rather,
these moments of genre-cliché are only noticeable because Invisible, as a whole, operates
with its own assertive voice. Wei tends to steer
clear of the wistfulness of many shoegaze vocalists. For example, her performance on “Loser”
is laced with a refreshing commitment to lyrical
and vocal minimalism. And the riff work on tracks
like “Fireball 2” and “Predator,” avoid any sort of
late-album malaise. Over the course of Invisible,
one thing is clear. The ghostly specters of influences are diminishing. Late Spring is in blossom.
— Maximilian Anderson-Baier
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